
Unprecedented Breakthrough:
Groundbreaking sEMG (surface
Electromyography) Technology Measures
down to 0.01uV

Tiny sEMG Sensor Measures down to 0.01uV

Apstron Science, a leader in cutting-edge

medical devices, software, and phone

apps announces the launch of a

revolutionary surface electromyography

solution

WOBURN, MASSACHUSETTS, UNITED

STATES, May 25, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Apstron Science,

a leader in cutting-edge medical

devices, software, and phone apps

announces the launch of a

revolutionary surface

electromyography solution.

The sEMG sensor has set a new standard in precision and accuracy. With their innovative

technology, they have successfully achieved a groundbreaking feat by measuring sEMG signals

down to an astonishing 0.01 microvolts (uV).

We are pleased to announce

an unprecedented

breakthrough in

groundbreaking sEMG

(surface Electromyography)

Technology Measures down

to 0.01uV, in a tiny

enclosure.”

ApsTron Science CEO

Apstron Science, a leader in cutting-edge medical devices,

software, sensors, and phone apps announces the launch

of their revolutionary surface electromyography (sEMG)

solution that has set a new standard in precision and

accuracy. With their innovative electronics technology and

software, they have successfully achieved a

groundbreaking feat by measuring sEMG signals down to

an astonishing 0.01 microvolts (uV).

Surface electromyography is a technique used to detect

and measure minute electrical activity produced by skeletal

muscles. It has long been an invaluable tool for various medical applications, including muscle
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rehabilitation, physical therapy, sports

performance optimization, and

research studies. However, one of the

challenges in sEMG has been

accurately capturing and analyzing

minute electrical signals from the

surface of the skin.

Recognizing this challenge, Apstron

Science has invested substantial

resources in research and

development to create an advanced

sEMG device that surpasses previous

limitations. Their state-of-the-art

technology employs cutting-edge signal

processing algorithms and high-

resolution sensors to capture even the

smallest muscle activity with

unprecedented accuracy.

By measuring sEMG signals down to

0.01uV, their device provides

healthcare professionals and

researchers with an unrivaled level of

detail, opening up new possibilities for

diagnosis, treatment, and

understanding of muscle-related

conditions. 

With enhanced sensitivity, medical

practitioners, and researchers can better assess muscle function, monitor progress during

rehabilitation, and optimize treatment plans for improved patient outcomes.

The key features and benefits of their innovative sEMG technology include:

1. Unprecedented Precision: Their device accurately measures and records sEMG signals as low

as 0.01uV, ensuring highly accurate and reliable data for research or medical analysis.

2. Enhanced Sensitivity: The high-resolution sensors enable the detection of subtle muscle

activity, enabling a comprehensive understanding of muscle behavior and facilitating

personalized treatment plans.

3. User-Friendly Software and Interface: Their sEMG device is designed with a user-friendly



interface, making it accessible and intuitive for healthcare professionals, researchers, and

patients.

4. Versatility: The device supports a wide range of applications, from clinical assessments and

sports performance monitoring to research studies, providing a versatile solution for various

medical and scientific needs.

"At Apstron Science, we are driven by a passion for pushing the boundaries of medical

technology," said Tahir Chaudhry, CEO at Apstron Science. "Our breakthrough sEMG solution

represents a significant advancement in the field, empowering healthcare professionals and

researchers with an unprecedented level of precision and insight into muscle function. We

believe this technology will revolutionize the way muscle-related conditions are diagnosed,

treated, and studied."

Apstrons's groundbreaking sEMG device is now available for purchase and implementation in

healthcare facilities, research institutions, and sports performance centers. For more

information, please visit www.AllMedicalSensors.com .

About ApsTron Science (www.ApsTron.com)

It is an electronic and software technology-focused research and development company. Their

sensors measure Electromyography, and Peripheral Blood Flow. Their Voice Supported sensor

data acquisition software is designed to run on PCs and over the Internet.

They have also released a number of Apps that run on all devices, such as phones, tablets, and

PC’s. More information on their Apps at www.HealthDiaries.US .

ApsTron Science aims to transform healthcare by designing and producing, Physiological

Sensors, Software, and Mobile Apps for objective actionable data to help Monitor, Document

and Evaluate health conditions that empower Consumers, Healthcare Providers, and Clinical

Trials to better manage health.

More information on their free health-related mobile apps can be found at

www.Healthdiaries.US. Their sensors, software, and apps are used by consumers, healthcare

providers, researchers, and for clinical trials.

The information and datasheets on their sensors are available at their site

www.AllMedicalSensors.com .

Android™ and Apple™ are trademarks of Google and Apple respectively, the ApsTron-

HeadAche™ is a trademark of ApsTron Science, Corp.
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